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Abstract

Negotiation events in industrial procurement involv-
ing multiple, highly customisable goods pose serious chal-
lenges to buying agents when trying to determine the
best set of providing agents’ offers. Typically, a buy-
ing agent’s decision involves a large variety of con-
straints that may involve attributes of a very same item as
well as attributes of multiple items. In this paper we de-
scribe iBundler, an agent-aware negotiation service to
solve the winner determination problem considering buy-
ers’ and providers’ constraints and preferences.

1. Introduction

Consider the problem faced by a buying agent when ne-
gotiating with providing agents. In a negotiation event in-
volving multiple, highly customisable goods, buying agents
need to express relations and constraints between attributes
of different items. Moreover, it is common practice to buy
different quantities of the very same product from differ-
ent providing agents, either for safety reasons or because
offer aggregation is needed to cope with high-volume de-
mands. This introduces the need to express business con-
straints on providing agents and the contracts they may
have assigned. Not forgetting the provider side, providing
agents may also wish to impose constraints or conditions
over their offers. These may only be valid if certain con-
figurable attributes (e.g. quantity, delivery days) fall within
some intervals, or assembly and packing constraints need
to be considered. Once a buying agent collects all offers,
he is faced with the burden of determining the winning of-
fers. The problem is essentially an extension of the combi-
natorial auction (CA) problem, which can be proved to be
NP-complete[14]. It would be desirable to relieve buying
agents from solving such a problem. In this paper we have
tried to make headway in this direction by fully describing
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iBundler (extended the work in [13]),an agent-aware deci-
sion support service acting as a combinatorial negotiation
solver (solving the winner determination problem) for both
multi-item, multi-unit negotiations and auctions. Thus, the
service can be employed by both buying agents and auc-
tioneers in combinatorial negotiations and combinatorial re-
verse auctions[15] respectively. Furthermore, it extends cur-
rent CA models by accommodating both operational con-
straints and attribute-value constraints. At this aim, new on-
tological issues needed to be considered in order to em-
power the expressiveness offered by negotiation objects and
offers to incorporate buyers’ and providers’ business con-
straints. Therefore, our approach required the extension of
state-of-the-art ontologies for automated negotiation. To the
best of our knowledge,iBundler represents the first agent-
aware service for multi-item negotiations1, since agent ser-
vices have mostly focused on infrastructure issues related to
negotiation protocols and ontologies.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces
the market scenario where buyers and traders are to nego-
tiate, along with the requirements, preferences, and con-
straints they may need to express. Next, a formal model of
the problem faced by the buyer (auctioneer) based on the de-
scription in section 2 is provided. Thereafter, section 4 de-
tails the computational realisation of the agent service as an
agency. Finally, section 5 summarises our contributions.

2. Market requirements

While in direct auctions, the items to be sold are physi-
cally concrete (they do not allow configuration), in a nego-
tiation involving highly customisable goods, buyers need to
express relations and constraints between attributes of dif-
ferent items. On the other hand, multiple sourcing is com-
mon practice, either for safety reasons or because offer ag-
gregation is needed to cope with high-volume demands.
This introduces the need to express constraints on providers
and on the contracts they may be awarded. Not forgetting

1 Awarded the Best Application prize of the 2003 Agentcities Technol-
ogy Competition (http://www.agentcities.org).
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the provider side, providers may also impose constraints or
conditions over their offers.

Consider a buyer intending to buy 200 chairs (any
colour/model is fine) for the opening of a new restau-
rant, and at that aim we employ an e-procurement so-
lution that launches a reverse auction. If we employ a
state-of-the-art CA solver, a possible resolution might be to
buy 199 chairs from provider A and 1 chair from provider
B, simply because it is 0.1% cheaper and it was not pos-
sible to specify that in case of buying from more than
one provider a minimum of 20 chairs purchase is re-
quired. On the other hand the optimum solution might tell
us to buy 50 blue chairs from provider A and 50 pink chairs
from provider B. Why? Because although we had no pref-
erence over the chairs’ colour, we could not specify that re-
garding the colour chosen all chairs must be of the same
colour. Although simple, this example shows that with-
out modelling natural constraints, solutions obtained are
seen as mathematically optimal, but unrealistic.

Next, we identify the capabilities required by buyers
in the above-outlined negotiation scenario to express their
preferences and constraints:
Negotiate over multiple items.A negotiation event is usu-
ally started with the preparation of a request for quotation
(RFQ) form, which details the requirements (including at-
tribute values as well as drawings and technical documen-
tation) for the list of requested items (goods or services).
Offer aggregation. An RFQ item can be multiply sourced
(acquired from several providers), either because not a sin-
gle provider can satisfy the whole demand or because of
buyers’ explicit constraints (see below).
Business sharing constraints.Buyers might be interested
to restrict the number of providers that may have each RFQ
item awarded, either for security or strategical reasons. It is
also common practice to constraint the contract volume a
single provider may gain per item.
Constraints over single items.Every RFQ item is de-
scribed by a list of negotiable attributes. Since: a) there ex-
ists a degree of flexibility in specifying each of these at-
tributes (e.g. several values are acceptable); and b) multiple
offers referring the very same item can be finally accepted;
buyers need to impose constraints over attribute values. For
instance, say that the deadline for the reception of item A is
2 weeks. Although items may arrive any given day within 2
weeks, once the first units arrive, the rest of units might be
required to arrive no more than 3 days later.
Constraints over multiple items. In daily industrial pro-
curement, accepting certain configuration for one item
might affect the configuration of a different item (e.g. to en-
sure compatibility between products). Hence, buyers
need to express constraints and relationship between at-
tributes of different RFQ items.
Specification of providers’ capacities.Buyers cannot risk

to award contracts to providers beyond their capabilities. At
this aim, they must require to have providers’ capacities per
item declared.

Analogously, next we detail the expressiveness of the
bidding language required by providers:
Multiple bids per item. Providers might be interested
in offering alternate conditions/configurations for the very
same good, i.e., offering alternatives for a same request. A
common situation is to offer volume-based discounts. This
means that a provider submits several offers and each offer
only applies for a minimum (maximum) number of units.
Combinatorial offers. Economy efficiency is enhanced
if providers are allowed to offer (bid on) combination of
goods. They might lower the price, or improve service as-
sets if they achieve to get more business.
Multi-unit offering. Each provider requires to specify his
willingness to sell over/below a minimum/maximum num-
ber of units.
Homogeneous combinatorial offers.Combinatorial offer-
ing may produce inefficiencies when combined with multi-
unit offering. Thus a provider may wind up with an award
of a small number of units for a certain item, and a large
number of units for a different item, being both part of the
very same offer (e.g. 10 chairs and 200 tables). It is desir-
able for providers to be able to specify homogeneity with
respect to the number of units for complementary items.
Packing constraints. It is often not possible to serve an
arbitrary number of units (e.g. a provider cannot sell 27
units because his items come in 25-unit packages). Thus,
providers require to specify their packing sizes.
Complementary and exclusive offers.Providers usually
submit XOR bids, i.e., exclusive offers that cannot be simul-
taneously accepted. Also, they may wish to indicate that an
offer is selected only if another offer is also selected. This
type of bidding, hereafter referred to as AND bids, allows
to express volume-based discounts (e.g. first 1000 units at
$2.5 p.u. and then $2 each).

Although many more constraints might be considered,
we believe these do address well the nature of the problem.

3. Formal model

In this section we provide a formal model of the problem
faced by the buyer (auctioneer) based on the description in
section 2. But before, some definitions are in place.
[Items] The buyer (auctioneer) has a vector of
items Λ = 〈λ1, . . . , λm〉 that he wishes to ob-
tain. He specifies how many units of each item he
wants U = 〈u1, . . . , um〉, ui ∈ IR+. He also spec-
ifies the minimum percentage of units of each item
M = 〈m1, . . . ,mm〉,mi ∈ [0, 1], and the maximum per-
centage of units of each item̄M = 〈m̄1, . . . , m̄m〉, m̄i ∈
[0, 1], m̄i ≥ mi, that can be allocated to a single seller. Fur-
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thermore, he specifies the minimum number of sellers
S = 〈s1, . . . , sm〉, si ∈ IN, and the maximum num-
ber of sellersS̄ = 〈s̄1, . . . , s̄m〉, s̄i ∈ IN, s̄i ≥ si, that
can have simultaneously allocated each item. Finally, a tu-
ple of weightsW = 〈w1, . . . , wm〉, 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1, con-
tains the degree of importance assigned by the buyer to
each item.
[Item attributes] Given an itemλi ∈ Λ, let 〈ai1 , . . . , aik

〉
denote its attributes.
[Sellers’ capacities] Let Π = 〈π1, . . . , πr〉 be a tuple
of providers. Given a providerπi ∈ Π the tupleCi =
〈ci

1, . . . , c
i
m〉 stands for the minimum capacity of the seller,

namely the minimum number of units of each item that the
seller is capable of serving. Analogously, the tupleC̄i =
〈c̄i

1, . . . , c̄
i
m〉 stands for the maximum capacity of the seller,

i.e. the maximum number of units of each item that the
seller is capable of providing.
[Bid] The providers in Π submit a tuple of bids
B = 〈B1, . . . , Bn〉. A bid is a tuple Bj =
〈∆j , P j ,M j , M̄ j , Dj〉 where∆j = 〈∆j

1, . . . ,∆
j
m〉 are tu-

ples of bid values per item, where∆j
i = 〈δj

i1
, . . . , δj

ik
〉 ∈

IRk, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, assigns values to the attributes of
item λi; P j = 〈pj

1, . . . , p
j
m〉, p

j
i ∈ IR+, are the uni-

tary prices per item;M j = 〈mj
1, . . . ,m

j
m〉,m

j
i ∈ IR+,

is the minimum number of units per item offered by the
bid; M̄ j = 〈m̄j

1, . . . , m̄
j
m〉, m̄

j
i IR

+, m̄j
i ≥ mj

i , is the max-
imum number of units of each item offered by the bid;
and Dj = 〈dj

1, . . . , d
j
m〉 are thebucket or batch incre-

ments in units for each item ranging from the mini-
mum number of units offered up to the maximum number
of units. Given a bidBj ∈ B, we say thatBj does not of-
fer itemλi ∈ Λ iff mj

i = m̄j
i = 0.

In order to model homogeneity constraints, we define a
function h : B → 2Λ. Given a bidBj ∈ B, h(Bj) =
{λj1 , . . . , λjk

} indicates that the bid is homogeneous with
respect to the items inh(Bj). In other words, if the buyer
(auctioneer) picks up bidBj , the number of units allocated
for the items inh(Bj) must be the same.

Furthermore, in order to relate sellers to their bids we de-
fine functionρ : Π × B → {0, 1} such thatρ(πi, B

j) = 1
indicates that sellerπi is the owner of bidBj . This function
satisfies the following properties:∀Bj ∈ B ∃πi ∈ Π such
thatρ(πi, B

j) = 1; and given a bidBj ∈ B if ∃πi, πk ∈ Π
such thatρ(πi, B

j) = 1 andρ(πk, Bj) = 1 thenπi = πk.
These conditions impose that each bid belongs to a single
seller.
[XOR bids] Let xor : 2B → {0, 1} be a function that de-
fines whether a subset of bids must be considered as an
XOR bid. Only bids owned by the very same seller can be
part of an XOR bid. More formallyxor(B) = 1 ⇔ ∃! π ∈
Π such thatρ(π,Bi) = ρ(π,Bj) = 1 ∀Bi, Bj ∈ B, Bi 6=
Bj . Thus, f.i. if ∃Bj , Bk ∈ B xor({Bj , Bk}) = 1 both
bids are mutually exclusive, and thus cannot be simultane-

ously selected by the buyer.
[AND bids] Let and : ∪n

i=1B
i → {0, 1} be a function that

defines whether an ordered tuple of bids must be consid-
ered as an AND bid. Thus, given an ordered tuple of bids
〈Bj1 , . . . , Bjk〉 such thatand(〈Bj1 . . . Bjk〉) = 1 then the
buyer can only select a bidBji , 1 < i ≥ k, whenever
Bj1 , . . . , Bji−1 are also selected. Furthermore, all bids in
an AND bid belong to the very same seller. Put formally,
and(B) = 1 ⇔ ∃! π ∈ Π such thatρ(π,Bi) = ρ(π,Bj) =
1 ∀Bi, Bj ∈ B, Bi 6= Bj . AND bids are intended to pro-
vide the means for the buyer to express volume-based dis-
counts. However, they should be regarded as a generalisa-
tion of the bidding via price-quantity graphs in [9].

Based on the definitions above we can formally intro-
duce the decision problem to be solved to provide support
to the buyer (auctioneer):
[Multi-attribute, multi-unit combinatorial reverse
auction] The multi-attribute, multi-unit combina-
torial reverse auction winner determination prob-
lem (MMCRAWDP) accounts to the maximisation of∑n

j=1 yj ·
∑m

i=1 wi · Vi(q
j
i , p

j
i ,∆

j
i ) subject to the follow-

ing constraints:
1. qj

i ∈ 0 ∪ [mj
i , m̄

j
i ]. This constraint forces that when

bid Bj is selected as a winning bid, the allocated number of
units of each itemqj

i has to fit between the minimum and
maximum number of units offered by the seller.

2. qj
i moddj

i = 0. The number of allocated unitsqj
i to a

bid Bj for itemλi must be a multiple of the batchdj
i speci-

fied by the bid.
3.

∑n
j=1 qj

i = ui (there is no free disposal). The total
number of units allocated for each item must equal the num-
ber of units requested by the buyer.

4. ∀πk ∈ Π qj
i · ρ(πk, Bj) ∈ {0} ∪ [ck

i , c̄k
i ]. For each

item, the number of units allocated to a seller cannot exceed
his capacities.

5.∀πk ∈ Π qj
i ·ρ(πk, Bj) ∈ {0}∪ [mi ·ui, m̄i ·ui]. The

total number of units allocated per seller cannot exceed or
be below the maximum and minimum percentages that can
be allocated per seller specified by the buyer.

6. ∀λjt
, t ∈ h(Bj) qj

i = qj
t . For homogeneous bids,

the number of units allocated to the items declared homo-
geneous must be the same.

7. ∀λi ∈ Λ
∑r

k=1 xk
i ∈ [si, s̄i]. The number of sell-

ers to be awarded each item cannot exceed or be below the
maximum and minimum number of total sellers specified
by the buyer.

8. and(〈Bj1 , . . . , Bjk〉) = 1 ⇒ yj1 ≥ . . . ≥ yjk . Bids
being part of an AND bid can only be selected if the bids
preceding them in the AND bid are selected too.

9. ∀B′ ⊆ B such thatxor(B′) = 1
∑

Bj∈B′ yj ≤ 1.
XOR bids cannot be jointly selected.

10.a ·vi,l +b ≥ δj
i,l ≥ a′ ·vi,l +b′ wherea, b, a′, b′ ∈ IR.

Intra-item constraints are modelled through this expression.
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It indicates that only those bids whose value for the attribute
item related to the decision variable that satisfy the expres-
sion can be selected.

11.c·vi,l+d ≥ vj,k ≥ c′ ·vi,l+d′ wherec, d, c′, d′ ∈ IR.
Inter-item constraints are modelled through this expression.
It puts into relation decision variables of attributes belong-
ing to different items.
where
• yj ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, are decision variables for the

bids inB;
• xk

i ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ r, are decision vari-
ables to decide whether sellerπk is selected for itemλi;
• qj

i ∈ IN ∪ {0}, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are decision
variables on the number of units to select fromBj for item
λi;
• Vi : IR+ × IR+ × IRik → IR, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, are the bid

valuation functions for each item; and
• vi,l stands for a decision variable for the value of at-

tributeal of itemλi.
• a, b, a′, b′, c, c′, d, d′ are buyer-defined constant values.
There are several aspects that make our model differ

from related work. Firstly, traditionally all CA models as-
sume that the buyer (auctioneer) equally prefers all items.
Such constraint is not considered in our model, allowing
the buyer to express his preferences over items. Secondly,
multi-attribute auctions and CAs with side constraints have
been separately dealt with. On the one hand, Bichler [2]
extensively deals with multi-attribute auctions, including a
rich bidding language. On the other hand, Sandholm et al.
[15] focus on multi-item, multi-unit CAs with side con-
straints where items are not multi-attribute. We have at-
tempted at formulating a model which unites both. Lastly, to
the best of our knowledge neither inter-item nor intra-item
constraints have been dealt with in the literature at the at-
tribute level [9] though they help us better cope with multi-
ple sourcing scenarios.

4. Agent-aware negotiation service

4.1. Winner determination

Since the CA problem is known to be NP-complete, solv-
ing methods are of crucial importance. In general terms, we
identify three main approaches in the literature to fight this
complexity. Firstly, attempts to make the CA design prob-
lem tractable through specific restrictions on the bidding
mechanism have taken the approach of considering spe-
cialised structures that are amenable to analysis(e.g. [10]).
But such restrictions violate the principle of allowing arbi-
trary bidding, and thus may lead to reductions in the eco-
nomic outcome. A second approach sacrifices optimality
by employing approximate algorithms (e.g. [8]). However,
and because of the intended, actual-world usage of our ser-

vice, it is difficult to accept the notion of sub-optimality.
A third approach consists in employing an exact or com-
plete algorithm that guarantees the global optimal solution
if this exists. Although theoretically impractical, the fact is
that effective complete algorithms for the CA problem have
been developed. Many of the works reviewed in the litera-
ture adopt global optimal algorithms as a solution to the CA
because of the drawbacks pointed out for incomplete meth-
ods. Basically two approaches have been followed: tradi-
tional Operations Research (OR) algorithms, and new prob-
lem specific algorithms (e.g. [16]). The fact is that the CA
problem is an instance of the multi-dimensional knapsack
problem (MDKP) [7]), a mixed integer program well stud-
ied in OR. In fact, our formulation of the problem can be re-
garded as similar to the binary multi-unit combinatorial re-
verse auction winner determination problem in [15] with
side constraints[9]. Besides, expressing the problem as a
mixed integer programming problem with side constraints
enables its resolution by standard algorithms and commer-
cially available, thoroughly optimised software.

With these considerations in mind, the core of our ser-
vice has been modelled and implemented as a mixed integer
programming problem: a version using ILOG CPLEX 7.1
in combination with SOLVER 5.2; and another version us-
ing using iSOCO’s Java MIP modeller —that integrates
GLPK (http://www.gnu.org/directory/GNU/glpk.html).
In both cases it takes the shape of a software compo-
nent. Hereafter we shall refer to this component as the
iBundlersolver.

4.2. Architecture

The iBundler service has been implemented as an
agency composed of agents and software components that
cooperatively interact to offer a negotiation support ser-
vice. iBundler can act as a combinatorial negotiation
solver for both multi-item, multi-unit negotiations and auc-
tions. Thus, the service can be employed by both buyers
and auctioneers in CAs. Figure 1 depicts the compo-
nents of the agency, along with the fundamental con-
nections of buyers and providers with the service. Next
we make explicit the main functionality of its mem-
bers:
[Logger agent]. It represents the interface of theiBundler
agency to the world. The Logger agent is in charge of facil-
itating registration and deregistration with theiBundlerser-
vice to users (both buyers and providers) as well as their
subsequent access to the service via log in and log out.
[Manager agent].Agent devoted to providing the solution
of the problem of choosing the set of bids that best matches
a user’s requirements. There exists a single Manager agent
per user (buyer or auctioneer), created by the Logger agent,
offering the following services: brokering service to for-
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Figure 1. Architecture of the iBundler agency

ward buyers’ requirements (RFQs) to selected providers ca-
pable of fulfilling them; collection of bids; winner deter-
mination in a combinatorial negotiation/auction; and award
of contracts on behalf of buyers. Furthermore, the man-
ager agent is also responsible for: bundling each RFQ
and its bids into a negotiation problem in FIPA-compliant
(http://www.fipa.org) format to be conveyed to the Transla-
tor agent; and to extract the solution to the negotiation prob-
lem handled back by the Translator agent. Observe that fig-
ure 1 shows the interplay of buying and providing agents
with the Manager as the sole access point toiBundler.
[Translator agent]. It creates an XML document represent-
ing the negotiation problem in a format understandable by
the Solver departing from the FIPA-compliant description
received from the Manager. It also translates the solution
returned by the Solver into an object of the ontology em-
ployed by user agents. It is the bridge between the language
spoken by user agents and the language spoken by Solver.
[Solver component]. The iBundler component itself ex-
tended with the offering of an XML language for express-
ing offers, constraints, and requirements. The XML specifi-
cation is parsed into an MIP formulation and solved using
available MIP solvers as described above.

Our design manages to separate concerns among the
three members of the agency. On the one hand, the Manager
is strictly devoted to coordination. It represents the façade
of the service. Besides, since every negotiation requested
by a buyer makes the agency create an instance of the Man-
ager, the service can cope with scalability issues. Thus, if
the service is heavily accessed, Managers can synchronise
to queue tasks for the Translator. This is in charge of reliev-
ing both Managers and Solver from the burden of translat-
ing FIPA-compliant specifications into the XML language
required by Solver. We pursued to have Solver exclusively
dedicated to handle computationally expensive negotiation
problems as it is. Notice too that Solver has been imple-
mented as a software component because it was intended
to serve for two purposes: as the core component of the
iBundler agency, and as the winner determination compo-
nent in a commercial sourcing application[12].

To implement theiBundler agency we used the follow-

ing technologies: JADE [1] as the software tool to imple-
ment agents, and as the platform where the agency resides
(connected to the Agentcities network as a node); Tom-
cat 4.1 (http://jakarta.apache.org/tomcat/) as J2EE server to
build web interfaces for human traders; and FIPA in build-
ing agents, messages, ontology and protocols.

4.3. Interaction Protocol

Figure 2 depicts the interaction protocol involved in the
interplay of buyers and provides withiBundler. It is ex-
pressed in AUML (Agent Unified Modeling Language)[11]
following the FIPA interaction protocol library specifica-
tion compiled in [5]. Observe that the specification in figure
2 involves four roles, namely:buyer, manager, translator,
andprovider. Whereas multiple agents can act as providers,
the remaining roles can be uniquely adopted by a single
agent each. Notice too that theiBundler interaction proto-
col is composed of several interleaved interaction protocols,
namely:
[IP-RFQ] Held between a buyer and the manager agent cre-
ated by the Logger agent after registration. The buyer deliv-
ers an RFQ to his manager agent requesting to obtain the
optimal set of offers from the available providers.
[IP-CFP] Prior to delivering the optimal set of offers, the
manager interacts with the available providers to request
their offers under the rules of this CFP interaction proto-
col. If no offers are received the manager refuses to deliver
the optimal set of offers in the context of the IP-RFQ in-
teraction protocol. Otherwise, the manager agrees on pro-
viding the service and proceeds ahead by starting out an in-
stance of the IP-Request-Solution interaction protocol. The
protocol winds up with the notification of contract awards
to selected providers according to the buyer’s decision. No-
tice that the manager mediates between the buyer and the
providers.
[IP-Request Solution] This interaction protocol held be-
tween the manager and the translator agent within the
iBundler agency aims at calculating the optimal set of of-
fers considering the offers submitted by providers, along
with the buyer’s requirements and constraints. The re-
sult delivered by the translator is further conveyed by
the manager to the buyer in the context of the inter-
leaved IP-RFQ interaction protocol.
[IP-AWARD] At the end of the IP-RFQ interaction proto-
col the buyer obtains the optimal set of offers. Notice though
that he may request also to receive all offers, as explained
later on in section 4.4 when describing all agent actions.
Thereafter, the buyer initiates the IP-AWARD interaction
protocol in order to request the manager to award contracts
to selected providers. Observe that the contract award dis-
tribution is autonomously composed by the buyer, and thus
the buyer may decide to either ignore or alter the optimal set
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Figure 2. iBundler interaction protocol

of offers recommended by theiBundler agency. Whatever
the decision conveyed to the manager, it follows the buyer’s
directions conveying the awards that terminate the IP-CFP
held with providers. Once providers confirm their accep-
tances the manager acknowledges them to the buyer, end-
ing up the IP-AWARD protocol, and the iBundler-Protocol.

4.4. Ontology

Although research on automated negotiation in multi-
agent systems has concentrated on the design of negoti-
ation protocols and their associated strategies, ontological
aspects of negotiation protocols have recently started to at-
tract researchers’ attention (see [17] and the results of the
ADMIT project [4]). In [17] we find an ontological ap-
proach to automated negotiation founded on the following
concepts:negotiation protocol(rules followed by partici-
pants during a negotiation process),party (participants, be
them either human agents, software agents or even organi-
sations of agents), process (way to reach an agreement on
some issue by modifying negotiation attributes), (negotia-
tion) object, offer (possible combination of values associ-
ated to the negotiation attributes which represent an expres-
sion of will), negotiation rule(set of rules that govern a spe-
cific negotiation protocol). Although satisfactory enough
for most concepts, particularly as to negotiation protocols
regarded as processes and rules, in this work we had to en-

Figure 3. RFQ concept representation

rich the concepts ofoffer andobject in order to accommo-
date the expressiveness required by the actual-world con-
straints described in section 2 for bids and RFQs respec-
tively. To the best of our knowledge, no ontology defined
in prior work allows us the expressiveness that buying and
providing agents require. In other words, there is no ade-
quate ontology for multi-item, multi-unit combinatorial re-
verse auctions with side constraints. Thus we had to define
anad-hocontology for theiBundlerservice.

The ontology has been defined with the aid ofPro-
tege 2000(http://protege.stanford.edu). Furthermore, the
conversion from ontological objects to Java classes is re-
alised via the beangenerator Protege 2000 plug-in
(http://www.swi.psy.uva.nl/usr/aart/beangenerator). The
automatically-generated Java classes fulfil with the JADE
specification in [3]. Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 provide graph-
ical representations (as shown by the Ontoviz Protéǵe
plug-in) of the core concepts in theiBundler ontol-
ogy, namely, and respectively, theRFQ, ProviderResponse,
Problem, andSolutionconcepts. TheRFQ concept is em-
ployed by buying agents to express their requests for bids
(via requestin IP-RFQ). Figure 3 shows that an RFQ is
composed of a sequence ofRequestconcepts, one per re-
quested item. A sequence of global constraints (Global-
Constraintconcept) relating separate, requested items may
be part of an RFQ. There are two types ofGlobalCon-
straint concepts: constraints that allow to express linear re-
lationships between different attributes of the very same
or separate item(s) (AttributeRelationconcept) and con-
straints on the values of an item’s attribute (Attribute-
Variation concept). A sequence of constraints on indi-
vidual items (RequestConstraintconcept) may be also
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Figure 4. Bid representation as part of the
provider response concept

part of an RFQ. Constraints on individual items can
serve to limit the range of providers (NumProviderscon-
cept) to which the item can be awarded or the range of per-
centage of units to be awarded to the very same provider
(PerProviderconcept). Notice that all the constraints speci-
fied in anRFQstand for the buyer’s business rules.

On the provider side, providers express their offers in
terms of theProviderResponseconcept (via aproposein
IP-CFP), which in turn is composed of several elements:
a list of Bid concepts (eachBid allows to express a bid
per either a single requested item or a bundle of items);
constraints on the production/servicing capabilities of the
bidding provider (Capacity concept); and constraints on
bundles of bids formulated with theBidConstraint con-
cept (eachBidConstraintin turn can be of exclusive –xor–
or volume-based discount type –and–, corresponding re-
spectively to theXOR and AND concepts). Whereas con-
straints on bundles of bids put into relation separate bids,
constraints on individual bids (expressed asSingleBidCon-
straint concepts) allow to relate the values offered for sep-
arate items within the very same bid. As an example, ho-
mogeneity constraints can be declared by providers within
some bid to make buyers aware that the quantity of items
they can select per item must be the same, or else the
provider will not concede his bid. Such constraint maps to
Homogeneity, a particular type ofSingleBidConstraint.

Once the manager collects all offers submitted by
providers, he wraps up theRFQ concept as received from
the buyer along with the offers asProviderResponsecon-
cepts to compose the negotiation problem to be solved by
theSolvercomponent (viarequestin IP-Request-Solution).
The resulting concept,Problem, is depicted in figure 5.

Finally, the solution produced by the Solver component
is transformed by the translator agent into aSolutioncon-
cept (see figure 6) that is handed over to the manager (via
inform-result in IP-Request-Solution). TheSolution con-

Figure 5. Problem

cept contains the specification of the optimal set of offers
calculated by Solver. ThusSolutioncontains a list ofSolu-
tionPerProviderconcepts, each one containing the bids se-
lected in the optimal bid set per provider, as a list ofBidSo-
lution concepts, along with the provider’s agent identifier,
as anAID concept. EachBidSolutionin turn is composed
of a list ofBidItemFixedconcepts containing the number of
units selected per bid along with the bid’s total cost.

So far we have concentrated on ontological concepts re-
ferring to entities with a complex structure that can be de-
fined in terms of slots. Hereafter we shall draw our atten-
tion to agent actions, i.e. the special concepts that indicate
actions that can be performed by agents in theiBundler
agency, as well as buyers and providers.

Thus, the Logger agent offers the services associated to
the following actions:
[Login] Action requested by trading agents when logging
in with the iBundleragency.
[Logout] Action requested by trading agents when logging
out of theiBundleragency.
[Register] Action requested by trading agents when sign-
ing for theiBundleragency. They must provide information
about themselves. At the end of the registration, the Log-
ger provides them with a username and a password.
[Unregister] Action requested by trading agents when un-
registering with theiBundleragency. They must provide in-
formation about themselves. All the brokering information
associated to them is erased by the Logger.

As to the manager, it offers four core services via:
[GetAllBids] The buyer specifies an RFQ along with a list
of providers. The manager agent forwards the query to all
the providers, delivering back all the responses to the buyer.
[Solve]The buyer sends to the manager anRFQalong with
a list ofProviderResponseconcepts representing providers’
offers. The manager composes aProblemout of theRFQ
andProviderResponsesto subsequently request the transla-
tor agent for aSolution. In this way, the buyer is relieved
from the intricate construction of aProbleminvolving the
creation of crossed references betweenRFQ and theBid
concepts in eachProviderResponse. Once theSolutionis re-
ceived by the manager it is forwarded to the buyer.
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Figure 6. Solution

[Manage] The buyer sends to the manager anRFQ along
with a list of providers. The manager sends a filtered ver-
sion of theRFQ (removing the buyer’s private constraints)
to available providers, collects all their offers, constructs a
Problemto ask the translator for aSolution, which is con-
veyed to the buyer once calculated.
[Buy] The buyer constructs aSolutionconcept and subse-
quently asks the manager to the bids and providers in the
list of SolutionsPerProvider. Notice that the buyer may em-
ploy the sameSolutionconcept recommended by the man-
ager as an optimal solution.

Finally, providers do offer their services through:
[RequestForQuotations]Offer request received from the
manager for a filtered version of theRFQsent by the buyer.
[BuySolution] Order to buy selected offers received from
the manager.

5. Contributions

This paper describes the implementation of theiBundler
service, an innovative agent-aware decision support ser-
vice for negotiation scenarios that operates as a winner de-
termination solver for both multi-item, multi-unit negotia-
tions and auctions. Although the current implementation is
largely inspired on the interaction with professional buy-
ers through the development of the sourcing [6] solution
described in [12], it is our belief thatiBundler is general
enough to effectively empower agents to conduct from sim-
ple to largely sophisticated negotiations in open agent envi-
ronments. Notice that the implementation ofiBundlercon-
tributes along two main directions. On the one hand, we
have incorporated actual-world side constraints to the win-
ner determination problem for CAs auctions. On the other
hand, we have realised a new ontology that accommo-
dates both operational constraints and attribute-value con-
straints for buying and providing agents, offering a highly-
expressive bidding language.
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